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Painting Your Favorite Animals in Pen, Ink & Watercolor
The perfect reference for painters! Brighten your paintings with colorful birds and butterflies. Inside you'll find more than 40
step-by-step demonstrations to help you accurately render beautiful butterflies and a wide variety of songbirds, water birds
and exotic birds including goldfinches, hummingbirds, cardinals, mallards and peacocks. You'll also learn how to embellish
your paintings with individual feathers, eggs and a nest. This special guide features painting instruction and advice from 11
professional artists working in acrylics, watercolors, oils and colored pencils. Each demonstration includes a detailed
materials list to make it even easier for you follow along. This invaluable combination of in-depth painting demonstrations
and inspiring ideas is guaranteed to bring you success in all your work.

Painting with Watercolor, Pen & Ink
PEN AND INK DRAWING WORKBOOK is perfect for anyone looking for a book that provides lots of practice for developing
and refining ink drawing skills and technique. It is appropriate for learners on all levels and is filled with over 100 engaging
drills and exercises. The exercises in this comprehensive workbook are thoughtfully designed to take you from the essential
elements like pen control, line consistency, basic strokes and variations to more advanced concepts such as, blending
values, controlling gradations, shading compound forms, and rendering textures. It covers all the major pen and ink shading
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techniques including cross-hatching, stippling, scribbling, and more. In addition, there are 30 inspiring drawing exercises on
a variety of subjects, which allows you to draw right inside the book. This book is the complementary workbook for PEN AND
INK DRAWING: A SIMPLE GUIDE. However, it can still be used on its own as a general workbook for refining your skills and
helping you to create stunning ink drawings with confidence!

Painter's Quick Reference Birds & Butterflies
Drawing: Dragons
In Sketching Your Favorite Subjects in Pen & Ink, Claudia Nice covers all aspects of pen and ink drawing. You'll find
complete instruction for and demonstration of techniques such as crosshatching, stippling, texture and value contrasts, as
well as the use of contour, parallel and scribble lines. All of theses techniques are illustrated throughout by the author's
striking works. You'll find chapters detailing: Houses and Buildings: using freehand and architectural styles, learn to detail
barns, houses and cityscapes. Animals: draw realistic animals by focusing on anatomy, facial features and hair texture. The
Plant Kingdom: learn to sketch plants, flowers, leaves and trees - from an individual flower to an entire forest. Faces and
Figures: sketch realistic, dynamic figures and capture varying moods. Birds: learn to draw lifelike feathers, eyes, bills and
feet. Waterscapes: capture the reflections of a quiet brook and the spray of crashing surf.

Pen, Ink and Watercolor Sketching
Draw & Paint Realistic Trees in All Four Seaons Bestselling author and naturalist Claudia Nice is back with another studio
essential for every landscape artist. Drawing & Painting Trees in the Landscape features Claudia's best tips and techniques
for painting trees of all kinds in their natural settings—from the majesty of mountain evergreens to the delicate pink
blossoms of cherry trees in spring. With her inspiring artistic style and in-depth visual instruction, Claudia starts with the
basics, showing you how to break down reference photos and open-air vistas into simple shapes, colors and textures. Follow
along as she skillfully guides you through every step of creating vibrant compositions anchored by glorious trees and
foliage, including: Drawing and sketching techniques for mapping out successful compositions A variety of basic tree shapes
you can reference and copy; featuring more than 40 conifers, hardwoods and deciduous trees Proven color mixes for
painting an array of vibrant hues—from the many different greens of foliage to the soft pastels of spring blossoms—using
watercolor, oil, acrylics or mixed media Step-by-step instructions on drawing and painting important details, such as the
weathered textures of bark, the sculptural shapes of bare branches in winter, aged mossy trunks and more Techniques for
working smart in any medium, such as using simple watercolor washes for distant foliage, adding details with pen & ink,
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and "knife painting" in oils for interesting dimensional effects Whether your goal is to make accurate field sketches for your
journal, paint what you see on your travels through the countryside, or just capture familiar views of your own back yard,
Claudia makes the process fun, easy and satisfying. Like a walk in the woods, with every step you'll relax, enjoy and learn
something new.

Marker Workshop (2 Books In 1)
The Art of Drawing Dragons
A guide for amateur painters to using pen and ink watercolour techniques to produce detailed, textured results. Materials
are examined, from technical pens to liquid acrylics, and different techniques are shown, such as blotting and spattering,
together with various mixtures for special effects.

Painting Weathered Buildings in Pen, Ink & Watercolor
An inspiring sourcebook, this guide helps artists discover a wide variety of subjects and ideas. More than 140 of the author's
drawings illustrate nostalgic scenes, old engravings, atmospheric effects, photographs, and landscapes.

The Art of Comic Book Inking
Pen & Ink Drawing: A Simple Guide covers the essential aspects of pen and ink drawing and more. It explores basic
materials and instruments; fundamental properties of strokes and pen control; key elements of shading; and indispensable
techniques for creating vibrant textures. As a bonus, a chapter is devoted to what the author refers to as, the secret Line of
Balance. This book is not just written to instruct but also to inspire enthusiasts of pen and ink and drawing as well.

Watercolor Made Simple with Claudia Nice
Pen & Ink is packed with page after page of bite-sized creative sketching tips and accessible advice, and offers aspiring
artists the freedom to dip in and out for practical information or flick through for fresh inspiration and ideas. Exploring
around 200 pieces of artwork by young contemporary artists, Pen & Ink highlights and examines the different techniques,
qualities, and effects relating to each piece. Organized into chapters according to the technique exemplified (e.g.water
soluble, mixed media) artwork is featured large and luscious, accompanied by extended captions, insightful tips, and
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practical advice. A detailed index at the front of the book also groups the paintings according to three main categories:
Principles (e.g. composition), Media, Type of sketch (e.g. abstract), and Subject (e.g. nature). Listing each page where
similar examples may be found, this category index enables the reader to easily identify and cross reference subjects that
have been painted in similar styles. Throughout the book, useful information and practical tips are provided on a wide range
of topics such as tone, perspective, color, and much more besides. Readers are encouraged to discover the various ways in
which similar subjects and styles are executed by different artists, while also being inspired to use the tips in the book as a
way of building on their existing skills. Offering a bold, refreshing change from other run-of-the-mill art books, Pen & Ink
adopts the unique approach of accessing practical information via the images, focusing on the way subjects can be treated
using a whole range of different drawing techniques, rather than looking at how to master one single style. This gives the
reader a much wider skill set—allowing them to capture or create the essence of any image in a variety of different ways.

Drawing & Painting Trees in the Landscape
You won't believe the incredible drawings you can create using common pencils and the special techniques illustrated in
this book. These methods are so easy that anyone—from doodler to advanced artist—can master them in minutes! Step by
step, you'll learn how to capture the look of metal, glass, weathered wood, skin, hair and other textures. Two detailed startto-finish demonstrations show you how to use these textures to create drawings that look so real they seem to leap right off
the page.

First Steps Drawing in Pen & Ink
Presents a guide to the "inking" process, introducing the techniques and textures that make comics so visually appealing.

Creating Textures in Pen & Ink with Watercolor
Discover the magic of pen-ink-watercolor in this guide jam-packed with detailed tips and instructions. Are you a beginner in
sketching? Or are you a sketcher looking to infuse for colorful magic in your illustrations? Do you think that the average art
instruction book omits too many steps in explaining the illustration techniques? Then this book is for you. Why combine
pen, inks and watercolor for illustrations? Pen and ink are the ideal tools to create mind-blowing textures and contrasts in
illustrations. Watercolor painting is appealing for the charming effects it creates but notorious for its unpredictability. When
pen, ink and watercolor are combined in an illustration, magic happens! In this book, we will learn how to create this magic
of texture, contrast and vivid colors. What will you learn in this book? - Pen shading techniques like hatching, crosshatching, contour shading, stippling, and scribbling. - Acrylic ink shading techniques. - Wet and dry brush techniques for
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watercolor/ink. - Materials used for pen-ink-watercolor painting. These include the conventional materials as well as some
'exotic' materials (such as table salt and toothbrush!) for creating unique effects. - Creating textures using various shading
techniques as well as different materials. Of course, the real learning happens by doing, not just reading. So, we will
implement all the shading techniques and the brush techniques into ten step-by-step demonstrations. Each demonstration
will teach you how to do the initial rough pencil sketch, line work using pens, and coloring. The ten step-by-step
demonstrations will cover the following topics: A House and a Light Pole We will start with this beautiful monochrome
illustration using pens and black acrylic ink. Wood and Rusted Metal Texture We will learn to create exquisite textures using
pens, ink and watercolor in this exercise. An Old DP (Distribution Point) Box We will learn how a seemingly uninteresting
and mundane subject can be used for a beautiful illustration. Also, textures, textures!! A Piece of Old Abandoned Machinery
Even an ugly subject can be used as inspiration to draw a beautiful illustration. The Door We will use to capture the power
of wooden textures and the charm of the old house in this illustration. A Stairway to Heaven We will learn how to simplify a
seemingly complicated subject such as these curvy stairs. A Charming Little Lane We will learn how some rustic and
subdued color combinations can be used to great effect. Wall of an Old House We will see how to 'cheat' our way to create a
pretty illustration from a grey and depressing subject. A Stone Temple We will learn how a colorful illustration can be
painted using a very limited color palette. Buildings in Ladakh We will learn to declutter a seemingly overwhelming subject
and to create a 'feel' of a scene.

Realistic Still Life in Colored Pencil
Got a yearning to pick up a pen and see what you can do? Go for it! But don't sketch alone—let popular artist and teacher
Claudia Nice be your guide. She'll make your first steps fun and successful! In her trademark style—friendly and
encouraging—Claudia will show you how to do a sketch of a subject that actually ends up looking like the subject. And she
shares her secrets for turning simple lines and dots into all kinds of lifelike textures, including leaves, glass, hair, fruit,
water, clouds, wood grain, grass, fur and feathers. Easy (and fun!) exercises get you started. Step-by-step projects teach
techniques as you draw trees, flowers, barns, animals and other subjects—even people! And demonstrations show you how
to put all that you've learned together to create a finished picture. So go ahead—grab that pen and have fun! Just follow
along with Claudia to get the hang of it, and before you know it you'll be making your own, original pen-and-ink drawings!

Creating Creatures of Fantasy and Imagination
Achieve exciting effects with minimal effort and maximum "wow!" Pen and ink adds a whole new dimension to the loose,
lovely look of watercolor. In this book, popular artists and bestselling author Claudia Nice shows you how to combine the
best of both mediums, using pen and ink to turn up the texture and resonance in your paintings. Using straightforward
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techniques like bruising, spatter, stippling and pen blending, you'll discover an easy, expressive approach to painting. Learn
how to add age to a quaint cottage. Invite viewers down a country lane. Evoke and owl's mottled feathers, the shine of fine
china, the neon lights of the city, and more. Explores a multitude of favorite subjects, including country scenes, cityscapes,
wildlife, skies, water and still life. Features expert advice on how and when to add pen-and-ink enhancements. Contains
dozens of demonstrations and annotated paintings for fast, fun learning. Filled with the charm and passion of an artist's
personal sketchbook, Discover Your World in Pen, Ink & Watercolor will inspire you to turn your everyday surroundings into
fresh, heartfelt art.

Painting Weathered Buildings in Pen, Ink & Watercolor
An updated edition of the classic work on ink drawing, providing comprehensive instruction in, information about, and
illustration of all aspects and techniques of rendering

Pen & Ink Drawing
Easy-to-follow instructions for drawing a variety of creatures, from an Eastern dragon to a hairy troll The ever-increasing
popularity of mythological and fantasy creatures in film, graphic novels, and television creates high demand for instruction
books on drawing these fantastic beasts. In this newest addition to our Collector's series, aspiring artists will find 144 pages
of clear, step-by-step instructions for drawing everything from fire-breathing dragons to seven-headed monsters and
magical fairies. Information on the origin and history of mythological creatures gives this book an extra-special appeal. The
author's helpful tips on shading and drawing techniques show readers everything they need to know to create their own
impressive beasts. Although there are fantasy-themed drawing books on the market, this book is unique because it features
a wide range of fantasy subjects rather than focusing on only one type of creature (such as dragons or fairies). It also sets
itself apart from similar books with its helpful information on combining graphite pencil with other media, such as charcoal
and black watercolor paint or ink. In addition, this extraordinary book features dragons and other mythological creatures
from around the world, including those originating in Egyptian, Irish, Norse, and Greek mythology-whereas most other
fantasy books include generic, non-regional subjects.

Treasury of American Pen & Ink Illustration 1881-1938
Capture the details of life in pen and ink! Using the classic method of drawing with a crow quill pen and India ink, artist
George Olson introduces you to the art of pen-and-ink drawings accented with watercolor. The appeal of these exquisite
gems lies in their very simplicity. You'll learn how to create one-of-a-kind works of art using minimal tools, straightforward
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inking techniques and the easiest of watercolor washes. Hands-on exercises start you on your way to mastering the pen by
drawing various line qualities and textures. Next, learn how to add soft glazes of color to build depth and evoke that loose,
lyrical feeling the kind of sparkle that cannot be achieved using ink alone. Nine step-by-step demonstrations teach you
everything you need to know to create enchanting landscapes, flowers, portraits, animals, buildings and interior scenes.
Based on Olson's four decades of experience with this charming art form, Pen and Ink with Watercolor will help you achieve
happy results quickly, easily and joyously.

Watercolour Techniques with Pen & Ink
This richly illustrated manual for beginning, intermediate, and advanced artists covers everything from hatching, tones, and
stippling to dealing with the problems that can arise when adding texture, light, and shade.

The Pen and Ink Book
Expand your artistic horizons with watercolor! Watercolor is a fun, challenging medium that captures the magic of light and
color. Now world-renowned artist and instructor Claudia Nice helps you get started in watercolor today. In Watercolor Made
Simple with Claudia Nice, you'll start with the very basics, learning new techniques as you paint. Detailed instructions and
step-by-step artwork show you how to: Explore the amazing variety of effects you can get by painting watercolors on dry,
damp or wet paper Mix paint and water to create a variety of soft, beautiful washes Use fun and easy techniques such as
spatter, sponging and stamping to bring a lively new look to your work Blend colors on your palette to capture the precise
shade you're seeking Use your brushes, papers and paints to produce wonderful textural effects Throughout, you'll find
helpful troubleshooting tips, practical exercises, and Claudia's encouraging advice - all so you, too, can become a
watercolor pro.

Sketching Your Favorite Subjects in Pen & Ink
Create worlds of incredible pen, ink and watercolor art with Claudia Nice! Let best-selling author and artist Claudia Nice
show you how to create incredible art in pen, ink and watercolor. She makes it easy by covering all the drawing and
painting basics—everything from materials and texture techniques to color theory and special effects. It's a one-of-a-kind
course in making extraordinary art, from mastering value, contrast and definition to getting your surface techniques just
right. You'll never run out of ideas or challenges. Claudia provides guidelines, advice and techniques for rendering hundreds
of your favorite places, environments and animals with the kind of detail you've only dreamed about. In fact, this incredible
volume—a compilation collection some of the finest instruction from Claudia's best-selling books—contains enough
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instruction, inspiration and gorgeous art to keep you drawing, painting and enjoying the outdoors for years to come.

Rendering in Pen and Ink
Capture the Rich Textures of Nature, Step by StepCapture nature's beauty as you never have before. Beloved artist and
teacher Claudia Nice leads you on an inspired journey through the great outdoors. With paints in hand, she shares with you
her best techniques for creating landscapes that come alive with richness, depth and textured detail. Open this guide and
start painting right away. As you follow engaging, step-by-step demonstrations and exercises, you'll learn to recreate the
textural elements of a range of terrains and landscapes. Chapters include: Creative clouds and skies Majestic mountains,
hills and mesas Texturing trees, trunks and foliage Rugged rocks and gritty gravel Transparent textures for rivers, falls and
lakes Flowers of the field In a special section, Claudia covers basic texturing techniques with mini demos using lines, dots,
bruising, scribbling, spattering, blotting, printing, stamping and more. From paints and pens to sponges, leaves and facial
tissue, you'll explore all kinds of fun and inventive ways to create amazing textures. And to help you put it all together,
Claudia includes her masterful advice for creating compositions using reference photos, field sketches and your own
creative license. Each demonstration features a large image of the completed landscape, so you can see exactly how
Claudia's methods work - from start to finish.

Pen & Ink with Watercolor
Keep a sketchbook journal and explore your world, preserve your thoughts and celebrate life! More than a diary of written
words, a sketchbook journal allows you to indulge your imagination and exercise your artistic creativity. It is a personal,
private place where you have unlimited freedom to express yourself, experiment, discover, dream and document your
world. The possibilities are endless. In How to Keep a Sketchbook Journal, Claudia Nice shows you samples from her own
journals and provides you with advice and encouragement for keeping your own. She reviews types of journals, from theme
and garden journals to travel journals and fantasy sketchbooks, as well as the basic techniques for using pencils, pens,
brushes, inks and watercolors to capture your thoughts and impressions. Exactly what goes in your journal is up to you.
Sketch quickly to capture a thought or image before it vanishes. Draw or paint with care, to render an idea or vision as
realistically as possible. Write about what you see. The choice is yours--and the memories you'll preserve will last a lifetime.

Drawing with Pen and Ink
Arthur L. Guptill's classic Rendering in Pen and Ink has long been regarded as the most comprehensive book ever published
on the subject of ink drawing. This is a book designed to delight and instruct anyone who draws with pen and ink, from the
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professional artist to the amateur and hobbyist. It is of particular interest to architects, interior designers, landscape
architects, industrial designers, illustrators, and renderers. Contents include a review of materials and tools of rendering;
handling the pen and building tones; value studies; kinds of outline and their uses; drawing objects in light and shade;
handling groups of objects; basic principles of composition; using photographs, study of the work of well-known artists; onthe-spot sketching; representing trees and other landscape features; drawing architectural details; methods of architectural
rendering; examination of outstanding examples of architectural rendering; solving perspective and other rendering
problems; handling interiors and their accessories; and finally, special methods of working with pen including its use in
combination with other media. The book is profusely illustrated with over 300 drawings that include the work of famous
illustrators and renderers of architectural subjects such as Rockwell Kent, Charles Dana Gibson, James Montgomery Flagg,
Willy Pogany, Reginald Birch, Harry Clarke, Edward Penfield, Joseph Clement Coll, F.L. Griggs, Samuel V. Chamberlain, Louis
C. Rosenberg, John Floyd Yewell, Chester B. Price, Robert Lockwood, Ernest C. Peixotto, Harry C. Wilkinson, Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue, and Birch Burdette Long. Best of all, Arthur Guptill enriches the text with drawings of his own.

Creating Textured Landscapes with Pen, Ink and Watercolor
CRAFT is the first project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance that is occurring within the world of crafts.
Celebrating the DIY spirit, CRAFT's goal is to unite, inspire, inform and entertain a growing community of highly imaginative
people who are transforming traditional art and crafts with unconventional, unexpected and even renegade techniques,
materials and tools; resourceful spirits who undertake amazing crafting projects in their homes and communities. Volume
01, the premier issue, features 23 projects with a twist! Make a programmable LED shirt, turn dud shoes into great knitted
boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and much more.

Drawing Realistic Textures in Pencil
Capture the beauty and charm of wonderful weathered buildings! Paint may fade and iron may rust, but the character of
buildings strengthens with age. Join Claudia Nice as she shows you how to portray the mellow hues, weathered wood,
cracked windowpanes and other imperfections that make old buildings perfectly wonderful subjects to paint. Using the
exciting combination of pen, ink and watercolor, Claudia will help you discover the joy of painting barns, farmhouses,
painted ladies, southern mansions and other beautiful, classic buildings. Like a treasured artist's journal, this book is filled
with art, inspiration and handwritten notes, along with Claudia's friendly, step-by-step instruction.

Pen and Ink Drawing Workbook
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Take your drawing, doodling, or lettering to the next level and explore the incredibly diverse medium of fine-tip markers
with this two-book set (an instruction book and corresponding workbook). Follow along as artist Sasha Prood teaches all the
skills you'll need to create your own beautifully inked art. Begin with swatch tests and work your way up to more intricate
compositions. Start with basic marks like hatching and stippling, and progress to more advanced marks like looping and
ragging. Experiment with ink density to create unique textures. Learn to create gradients with different textures and colors.
Play with contrasting texture and color to add depth to your designs. The full-color instruction book is filled with step-bystep instructions, helpful hints, and stunning examples of marker art to inspire your own work. The corresponding workbook
is printed on heavy-weight paper, so there's no danger of bleed-through as you work your way through the fifty
experiments. Check out the other title in this series, Watercolor Workshop: Learn to Paint in 100 Experiments.

Craft: Volume 01
Paint lively and lovable animals of all kinds! Capture all the natural charm and personality of your favorite animals.
Bestselling author and beloved teacher Claudia Nice makes it fun. With step-by-step guidance, Claudia shows you just how
easy it is to paint a menagerie of lively creatures in her trademark pen, ink and watercolor technique. Follow along and see
for yourself. Whether you are a beginner attempting to paint your first animal subject, or a more experienced artist looking
to broaden your skills, you'll find this book to be both entertaining and instructive. It features: 14 complete step-by-step
demonstrations A range of delightful animal subjects, including dogs, cats, horses, pigs, sheep, bunnies, birds, and more
60+ mini demos and quick studies that focus on getting the details right, such as fur, feathers, feet, facial expressions and
backgrounds Techniques for painting from photos, sketches and memories Key tips for working with ink and watercolors
successfully Claudia starts by simplifying the animal subject into basic shapes and diagrams. She then shows you how to
refine these shapes into drawings. From there, you'll gently add color in simple washes and finish the details with pen and
ink. Discover the versatility and satisfaction of painting with pen, ink and watercolor, and watch your favorite animals spring
to life with a charm and detail you've never captured before.

Pen & Ink
Comprehensive instruction on drawing with pen and ink and coloring with watercolor paint.

Painting Country Gardens in Watercolor, Pen & Ink
Capture the Magic of the Sea with Claudia Nice Nobody captures the misty splashes and weathered details of seascapes
quite like Claudia Nice. In this step-by-step guide, Claudia shares her special approach to creating dynamic watercolor
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compositions textured with pen and ink, acrylics and gouache. Claudia starts with the basics, so you can advance at your
own pace as you follow along through more than 60 step-by-step demonstrations ranging from short mini demos to fullscale paintings. Take a look inside to see how simple and inspiring Claudia's instruction can be. Each chapter focuses on a
different element of coastal scenery, including crashing waves against rocky bluffs, wide sandy beaches and gently rolling
surf, colorful boats and harbors, luminous ocean sunsets, and warm tropical scenes with kids and dogs at play. You'll find
complete instructions for mixing the colors of active and still water, as well as creating the textures of sand and rock.
Claudia also features her own reference photos and field studies to show you how to build solid compositions from a variety
of sources. Dozens of quick tips teach you the details that add drama and realism to your seascapes, and 30 complete
paintings will inspire you to create your own beautiful coastal scenes. With Claudia Nice, learning to paint lively seascapes
is like spending a day at the beach!

Pen and Ink Drawing
Claudia Nice shows you how to turn ink and watercolors into the coarse-barked trunk of an oak, or the burnished
smoothness of brass, or the verdant velvet of moss. Or any of many other things. She shows you how to use dots, fine lines,
brushstrokes, black and white, color—a mixture of mediums and techniques—to suggest: • glass • cast iron • adobe and
brick • sunrise and sunset • driftwood • leaf textures • basketry • surf and ocean waves • enamelware • rainbows • wood
grain • distant trees • eggs and onions • animal hair • and dozens of other textures! You'll learn how to use materials, from
technical pens to paint brushes, colored inks to liquid acrylics. You'll discover ways to blot, spatter, stamp and otherwise
alter and combine ink and watercolor for exciting texturing effects.

Discover Your World in Pen, Ink & Watercolor
Capture the beauty and charm of wonderful weathered buildings! Paint may fade and iron may rust, but the character of
buildings strengthens with age. Join Claudia Nice as she shows you how to portray the mellow hues, weathered wood,
cracked windowpanes and other imperfections that make old buildings perfectly wonderful subjects to paint. Using the
exciting combination of pen, ink and watercolor, Claudia will help you discover the joy of painting barns, farmhouses,
painted ladies, southern mansions and other beautiful, classic buildings. Like a treasured artist's journal, this book is filled
with art, inspiration and handwritten notes, along with Claudia's friendly, step-by-step instruction.

How to Keep a Sketchbook Journal
Rendering artwork that leaves your viewers contemplating whether a piece might actually be a photograph is no easy task!
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Perfect for both aspiring and established artists, Realistic Still Life in Colored Pencil is an easy-to-understand guidebook that
shows you the secrets to drawing lifelike still life artwork in the dynamic medium of colored pencil. If you want to learn how
to render realistic still lifes using a wide range of techniques, this approachable, engaging guide is just the resource. After
an introduction to the basic tools and materials, you will discover a variety of basic colored-pencil techniques, such as:
Hatching Crosshatching Shading Blending Layering Burnishing And much more! In addition, you will find more complex
techniques for creating realistic still lifes, including how to render various textures, like glass, wood, porcelain, flower petals,
and others. Throughout the book, the expert artist, art instructor, and author offers artist tips and techniques for checking
proportions, using layers to build color and depth, and looking for “hidden” colors to achieve realistic effects. Also included
is valuable information for connecting all of the elements for polished and professional results. Packed with easy-to- follow
instructions, plenty of helpful tips, and beautiful artwork and photographs to inspire, Realistic Still Life in Colored Pencil is
the perfect resource for taking your colored-pencil art to the next level.

Down by the Sea with Brush and Pen
Portfolio: Beginning Pen & Ink will teach you everything you need to know about the fundamentals of drawing with pen and
ink. From the beloved and best-selling Portfolio art series by Walter Foster Publishing comes Portfolio: Beginning Pen & Ink,
a book that invites you to explore this classic art medium in new and refreshing ways. This comprehensive guide is packed
with valuable resources for artists of all skill levels, starting with the basics and ending with intricate, original step-by-step
projects that are sure to impress—and inspire. Portfolio: Beginning Pen & Ink introduces drawing basics, including stippling,
hatching, and crosshatching; how to master the fundamentals of mark-making and line work; and helpful exercises for
contour drawing, gesture drawing, perspective, and more. Chapters on value, tone, mood, light and shadow, and texture
follow, ensuring that artists gain the drawing knowledge they need before working on the step-by-step projects featured in
the book. Artists can even learn to add color to their black-and-white art using watercolor for a fresh, modern take on an
age-old art form. Whether you're a new artist looking to try a celebrated art technique, a pen-and-ink enthusiast, a mixedmedia master, or a graphite-pencil fan looking to branch out to new mediums, Portfolio: Beginning Pen & Ink will teach you
everything you need to know. The Portfolio series covers essential art techniques, core concepts, and media with an
approach and format that’s perfect for aspiring, beginning, and intermediate artists. Also available from the series:
Beginning Acrylic, Beginning Drawing, Beginning Watercolor, Beginning Pastel, Beginning Colored Pencil, Beginning Color
Mixing, Expressive Painting, Beginning Color Mixing, and Beginning Composition.

Portfolio: Beginning Pen & Ink
Fantasy has its roots in reality A magical realm awaits you—an enchanted world of imaginary beings to inspire a treasure of
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your own extraordinary drawings and paintings. And your journey begins, oddly enough, with the ordinary things that
surround you every day. With Creating Creatures of Fantasy and Imagination, discover how to use your own photographs
and other true-life inspiration to make fanciful artwork that beautifully transcends reality. Best-selling author Claudia Nice
shows you how to build upon real-life references to draw and paint countless creatures from your imagination, including:
faeries and sprites elves, brownies, dwarfs and gnomes trolls, ogres, goblins and gremlins dragons, sea monsters and sea
serpents centaurs, fauns, satyrs, mermaids and mermen unicorns, Pegasus, phoenixes and griffins Inside this invaluable
guide you'll find complete step-by-step instruction and many captivating examples in pen and ink, watercolor and acrylic,
plus the legend behind each mythological creature. Let this book be your entry to the realm of fantasy, where the only limit
is your imagination!

Painting Nature in Pen & Ink with Watercolor
Step-by-step guide to creating 83 different textures using watercolors.

The Ted Kautzky Pencil Book
Featuring 236 drawings by more than 100 artists, this survey of America's most beloved illustrators includes contributions
from Edwin Austin Abbey, Maxfield Parrish, Charles Dana Gibson, and Rockwell Kent.

Pen & Ink Techniques
Clear, step-by-step instructions for drawing a variety of dragons, from baby dragons (hatchlings) and sea serpents to
dragons of Western and Eastern origin Fire-breathing beasts have soared in popularity in recent years. With Dragons, the
newest addition to our best-selling How to Draw and Paint series, budding artists will find clear, step-by-step instructions for
drawing these fanciful creatures. Featuring extraordinary information on the origin and history of dragons from around the
world, as well as a wide variety of drawing and shading techniques, this book covers everything readers need to know to
render their own versions of these impressive beasts. Dragons differentiates itself from similar books on the market
because it features fantasy dragons as well as mythological dragons from around the world.

Creating Textures in Watercolor
This resource covers all the materials and techniques of drawing with ink.very type of pen, brush, ink, drawing surface and
technique is described.
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Rendering in Pen and Ink
A guide to creating country garden art reviews basic watercolor techniques including glazing and texturing as well as basic
pen-and-ink techniques for producing a variety of line textures, in a volume complemented by demonstrations on how to
add country scene details.
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